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To the tune of the “Captain of the Pinafore” Linda Bills and Howard Pasternack assisted 
by Judith Clark, III Training Consultant, stressed careful attention to details. They offered 
a number of recommendations/suggestions for keeping Innovative systems running 
smoothly in the following areas: 
 
Complete text and instructions for keeping a Tidy System is available at 
http://www.brynmawr.edu/consortium/tidysystem/begin.html 
 
The Whole System stressed: 
 

1. Acquiring of the latest security software system and OS bug fixes to conform with 
organization’s standards. 

2. A bug exists in the version of sendmail on some Innopac systems which allows 
the server to be used as a forwarding host for "spam" or nuisance mail 

3. Run full backups at least once a week with a daily run the other 6 days.  Manual 
backups should be done when there are few or no staff users because running 
backup stops "control" program and new transactions will be queued but not 
processed.   

4. Clear out the Bib Temp file after each full backup or more frequently after a large 
file load.  

 
System Management stressed: 
 

5. Checking the system file status weekly for nearly full files for various types of 
data. 

6. Track system simultaneous use; if traffic increases too much then users will be 
denied access; since statistics are only kept by the system for 10 days print out 
stats regularly.    

7. Logins/Passwords and Initials/Passwords control system access and people tend 
to share passwords.   
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8. Unauthorized users may inadvertently or otherwise attempt to access your system, 
review access attempts rejected and take action if there are systematic 
unauthorized attempts.    

9. For review files create and enforce a standard list naming format that shows at a 
minimum the list creator's initials and the date 

10. There is a limit to the number of files the system will allow for User-Selected 
output option in Create Lists, load files, fts files, and file save printer.  Establish a 
naming system that includes at least initials (dates can be seen in the display 

11. Undeliverable mail is bounced back to the III system and stored. Some "Replies" 
to Innopac mail will also be routed to the "bounced" email menu, if other 
parameters are not set.  Daily or weekly, review these files and delete 
undecipherable addresses.    

12. Two separate files store patron suggestions and patron suggestions for new 
purchases in another file should be viewed on a weekly basis and cleared. 

 
WebPac stressed:   
 

13. To keep the featured lists files from being overwritten by non-public lists or 
renamed so they look out of order in the featured lists regularly look at the 
featured lists and adjust the list of review files in WWWOptions.  

14. Check the report from the URL checker for cataloged URL resources changes 
which is automatically run once a week if you have WAM, or run the report 
regularly on review files.   If you do not have WAM, there are a number of 
commercial products which can check the URL's from data exported from the 
Innopac lists such as Linkbot Personal Edition and Xenu's Link Sleuth. 

15. Check to be sure that the URLs in your Web Access Management tables do not 
become outdated.  

 
Circulation stressed: 
 

16. The closed days table affects due dates and fines and covers a rolling year so there 
is no easy way to tell which dates are intended to cover the future and which the 
past so review table at least once semester/quarter, projecting it forward and 
removing old days closed.   

17. The Hours Open table affects reserve room or other hourly location checkouts and 
fines.   Date entries do not include the year so review and update this table at least 
once a semester/quarter, projecting it forward and removing old hours. 

18. The loan rules allow you to schedule the first recall overdue but 2nd and 3rd, etc. 
overdues for recalls will follow the same schedule as regular overdues.  Create a 
list weekly or more frequently of outstanding recalls: an item list where the recall 
date is between the date your system started and one week ago.   

19. Whenever you mark an item missing through the Holds function, the system puts 
it in the Missing Items list. Run the Check Missing items list function -- all 
records no longer missing will be cleared out.  

20. If you have multiple buildings, branches or libraries and circulate items freely 
among them, these items may be marked “in transit.” Create lists of long in-transit 
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materials from all the libraries, sort by call number (not location) and check 
shelves.    

21. In a multi-library situation books may appear lost in one library but actually have 
been misshelved in another.   Before withdrawing or replacing lost books, run a 
list of all such books, sort by call number (not by location) and check all libraries.  
The alternative is regular and complete inventories of all collections.  

22. Clear the hold shelf is run regularly by each hold location. However, any location 
code can be assigned as the pickup location so some items may not be caught.  

23. Expired patrons may need to be removed from the database by using Create Lists 
annually or more frequently to find long-expired patrons.  You can delete any 
without obligations, change their status, or update their expiration date.    

24. The overrides of circulation functions are collected in a file which can grow quite 
large.  
Each institution should develop a policy about what to do with the override file 
(print it, email it, discard it, etc.)    

 
Ordering stressed: 
 

25. Order records cost money, but they can be reused. Orders which are received and 
paid, or canceled and which are over a certain age can be deleted, but may be 
required for later examination. Make a list of orders to be deleted and, before 
deleting, archive them to a tape or a file (for storage) on another machine. These 
tapes/files can be re-loaded and examined sequentially in the future. 

 
Reference Databases stressed: 
 

26. Re-run the holdings update program regularly -- weekly or monthly because a link 
to OPAC serials holdings is not dynamic.   It works from a snapshot of holdings 
statements for use in the reference database.  

27. When new records are loaded or records are revised in a reference database, the 
list of ISSNs to be checked in the Holdings Update may need to be updated as 
well.  

28. Reference database records are sometimes incomplete.  After each database load, 
create lists from either the new records or, if there are revisions, from the whole 
database.  

 
Database management stressed: 
 

29. Checking Bibliographic and attached record location codes by running statistical 
reports on bibliographic, item, order, and checkin records and note the location 
codes used in the records.  The alternative is to use the list function to find the 
records with the codes needing correction and correct the records.  

30. Create a checklist to be sure that the addition of a location code will not adversely 
affect the interacting III tables and parameters.  In reverse, deleting a location also 
affects parameters that must be cleaned up.  

31. It is possible to have invalid or illogical fixed field codes in records, for example, 
through record loading, use of obsolete or deleted codes in forms, deletion of 



codes which are used in the records, etc. Run statistical reports on the various 
record types. In order to find the records with the bad codes, you will need to run 
lists which search for the records which do not have the valid codes. This is done 
by using the NOT EQUAL TO (~) function and the Boolean AND. For example, 
if "1" and "2" are the valid forms of your Bcode1, then use the search Bcode1 ~ 1 
and Bcode2 ~ 2 to find the records with the invalid codes.  

32. Weekly or bi-weekly sort and print, email or export the heading reports to lists  to 
track of various headings (index entries) that might be problems -- new headings, 
headings in conflict with cross references, duplicate control numbers. This file is a 
limited size, so it must be cleared regularly.  

33. There is no easy way to find invalid barcodes.  Your system can be configured to 
check for duplicate item/patron barcodes or duplicates of other fields in your 
database  

34. The search for multiple barcodes or multiples of other fields in a single record and 
you need to find the records can be done through create lists.  

 
Millennium stressed: 
 

35. Configuration for firewall access required that certain III ports be enabled.  
Innovative need full access from its Class C. networks.  Check the FAQ on CS 
Direct. 

36. Millennium requires the use of new logins and each Millennium module at this 
time requires a separate login. Furthermore, the printing options are set in the 
manager controlled options, not in the preferences, so separate logins need to be 
created if the user has a locally attached printer and a networked printer. The 
result will be the need to create a large number of new logins for Millennium.  

37. Before implementing Millennium, read the Innovative documentation carefully 
and experiment with Millennium logins, particularly with printing options and 
with default initials associated with the login. Develop a system for assigning 
logins to staff and keep track of logins and passwords in a spreadsheet. Note also 
that the Innovative listserv archives has useful information about creating 
shortcuts on the desktop which can open a particular Millennium module and 
automatically issue the login and password.  

38. Millennium requires that passwords 101-200 need to be turned on. This means 
that all initials in your system need to be modified, even for users who will not 
initially use Millennium. In addition, certain users will require additional 
functions in order to use the Millennium modules.  

 
 

 
 
Reporter:  Elaine Bean, Rivier College 
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